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Cool Arts for Everyone

Kelowna’s adaptive art studio to share some creativity practice and a little more.
By Shimshon Obadia.

In the heart of downtown Kelowna, in the Rotary Centre for the Arts, lies the little adaptive art studio that the Cool
Arts Society calls home. Once a dream, it is now a professional studio; a hub for those of us who see the world in
another light; and allows for our differences to be genuine strengths instead of the limitations.
A place where developmental disabilities and other like-exceptionalities are not a barrier,
but instead might play as the creative impetus to share the unique perspectives of an artistic
community too often dismissed by a seemingly incompatible world. With a continued increase
in participation and demand for our weekly and weekend programming, we do our best to
accommodate everyone. We also continue to partner and collaborate with other like studios in
North America as well as art galleries, museums, cafes, retail shops, etc.

The COVID-19 pandemic has also greatly impacted us. We were determined to continue to provide an outlet for our artists to
carry on with their art practice and continue to be included in this authentic art organization. We have adapted by providing art
instruction virtually to artists who cannot attend in-person sessions due to health concerns. We provide them with ‘at home art
packages’, curate online exhibitions. We’ve adapted our studio to offer modified in-studio programming with restricting the number
of artists attending each session and following the recommended protocols.

Along with traditional workshops, we have a newer program called Mentorship Studio; a much more self-guided
program that is focused on providing an opportunity and space for creative exchanges. Whether it’s the pursuit
of one’s own creative endeavours, or just trying something new you’re inspired to take on from one of the staff or
volunteer mentors; Cool Arts is welcoming you to connect, share, and create together.

To celebrate this, the organization’s artists created a show called Collaborations that has been created, curated,
and hung by the artists themselves. Why this show is so special is that it was made with the aim of embodying the ideals of Mentorship Studio. Whether
the paintbrush was passed, brushstroke by brushstroke; or each artist created an individual section of a whole piece; or even created simultaneously by a
multitude of artists, this show demonstrates the best part of what happens when we work together to embrace and express our differences as one.
For further information on the Cool Arts Society visit their website www.coolarts.ca
VANCOUVER ISLAND
or find them on Facebook or Twitter @coolartssociety.
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